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            Lytchett Bay

        

        

    
    
        An internationally important area of Poole Harbour managed in partnership with Amphibian and Reptile Conservation (ARC); part of The Great Heath Living Landscape.
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             Wildlife-friendly gardening in June

        

        

    
    
        Large or small, your garden or green space can make a real difference to local wildlife and the way you choose to care for your garden matters. Collectively, wildlife-friendly green spaces act as…
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            Bloom in June: what to do in your garden 

        

        

    
    
        Last year as part of the Get Dorset Buzzing campaign we wrote a series of articles about what to do in your garden for each of the months in spring and summer.  Our Community Conservation Officer…
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            Nurdles washed up at Kimmeridge Bay

        

        

    
    
        With the aftermath of the oil spill in Poole Harbour still being monitored, visitors and staff at Dorset Wildlife Trust’s Fine Foundation Wild Seas Centre at Kimmeridge Bay are reporting a large…
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            What to look out for in your garden - early June

        

        

    
    
        As the days lengthen, more and more insects are appearing but some, such as butterflies, may also be conspicuous in their absence. From flying leaves to dragons in your shrubs, here are a few…
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            DWT response to Government update on badger culling

        

        

    
    
        DWT response to Government update on badger culling and welcomes the news of a transition from culling to vaccinating badger
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            Chewton Glen: Small, positive actions to help wildlife

        

        

    
    
        Luxury hotel, Chewton Glen made Dorset Wildlife Trust one of their nominated charities for 2023 as part of their commitment to good stewardship of their estates which includes the planting of…
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             DWT warns against marine wildlife disturbance  

        

        

    
    
        Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT) has received reports of dolphin sightings off the Dorset coast in recent weeks and wants to raise awareness of the care that water users should take to avoid…
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            Oil rig is an unacceptable risk for Poole Bay

        

        

    
    
        Despite secrecy over its operations, Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT) has learnt that the Corallian Colter Exploratory oil rig is arriving in Dorset any day now to commence 38 days of drilling for oil…
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            iSupplyEnergy aims to donate £25,000 to DWT  

        

        

    
    
        Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT) is delighted to announce that £25 will be donated to wildlife in Dorset for anyone living in the BH postcode who switches to iSupplyEnergy, the affordable green energy…
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            Roman Villa re-discovered on DWT nature reserve 

        

        

    
    
        An ancient roman villa has been re-discovered on a Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT) nature reserve in west Dorset near Frampton. The results of the dig will be shown on the Digging for Britain series…
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